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Abstract: In this paper, we introduce an approximate calculation method of a relative reduct based
on an evaluation method of classi¯cation ability of condition attributes with respect to decision classes
proposed by the authors. Because it has been proved that computational complexity of calculating all
relative reducts of a given decision table is NP-hard, many algorithms have been proposed to calculate
relative reducts approximately. By our proposal, we intend to calculate a relative reduct with as better
evaluation by the evaluation method of relative reducts as possible. We applied the proposed method to
Zoo data set in UCI machine learning repository, and obtained the best relative reduct among 33 relative
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def= C [D????V ???? a 2 AT ??????
½ : U £ AT ! V ??? x??? a??? ½(x; a) 2 V
????????.
?????????? A µ AT ?????U ???
????? RA ????????:
xRAy
def() ½(x; a) = ½(y; a); 8a 2 A: (1)
?? RA ????????????????????.
?????????D??????????????





def= fx 2 U j [x]A µ Dig: (2)
?????? RA ??????Di ???? A(Di)??
A?????????????????Di?????
??????????
??????? 1 ????? 1 ????????
?????? U = fx1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; x6g, ?????? C =
fc1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; c6g ?????? D = fdg ??????
??½(xi; d) = i?????????????? Di ?
????3 ??????? D1 = fx1; x2; x5g ???
D2 = fx3; x4g?D3 = fx6g ??????
? 1: ?????
U c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 d
x1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
x2 0 1 0 0 0 1 1
x3 0 2 1 0 1 0 2
x4 0 1 1 1 0 0 2
x5 0 1 2 0 0 1 1






????????? A µ C ????????????
????? U=D?C???????????????
????? Di 2 U=D (i = 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ;m)???????
2??????????????? A µ C ???:
1. A(Di) = C(Di).
2.??? B ½ A???? B(Di) 6= C(Di).
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9d 2 D; ½(xi; d) 6= ½(xj ; d);
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(3)
????jU j??? U ???????????????
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½(xi; a) 6= ½(xj ; a);
½(xi; d) 6= ½(xj ; d);




½(xi; c) = ½(xj ; c);
½(xi; d) = ½(xj ; d);
8d 2 D; i > j
9>=>; : (5)
??Dis(c)?????? c????????????
















? 2: ? 1????????????
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
x1 ;
x2 ; ;
x3 fc1; c2; c3; c5; c6g fc2; c3; c5; c6g ;
x4 fc1; c2; c3; c4; c6g fc3; c4; c6g ; ;
x5 ; ; fc2; c3; c5; c6g fc3; c4; c6g ;
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???? D ?????????????????? i
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²ij =
8><>:
fa 2 C j ½(xi; a) = ½(xj ; a)g;
8d 2 D; ½(xi; d) = ½(xj ; d);
;; ???:
(8)
?????????????? i; j 2 f1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; jU jg??
?? ²ij = ²ji ?? ²ii = C ????????????
?????????????????????????
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Dis(c) = f(xi; xj) j ±ij 2 DM; i > jg ; (9)




????????????X := Y ???X ??? Y
??????????????
??????????????????????
??: ?????? C?????DM????? EM .
??: ???????????????? S.
1. S :=
Sf± 2 DM j j±j = 1g?
2. ???? ±ij 2 DM ?????±ij 6= ;??? S \
±ij 6= ; ?????S ??????????
3. ????? ±ij 2 DM ?????S\±ij 6= ;???
??±ij := ;????????????? ²ij 2 EM
?????S \ ²ij 6= ;?????²ij := ;????
4. DM ??? EM ??????????????
c 2 C ???? Eval(c) = jDis(c)j + jIndis(c)j?
????
5. ?????????? ch? S ?????;
S := S [ fchg.
6. C ?? ch?????; C := C ¡ fchg.
7. 2.????
?????????????1. ??????? c 2
C ????????????????????????
±ij = fcg?????????? ±ij ????????
?? [10] ?????????????????????
???3.??? 4.?????????? S?????
??????? ±ij ??? ²ij ???????????
?????? Eval(c)??????
? 3: ? 1????????????
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
x1 C
x2 fc3; c4; c5; c6g C
x3 ; ; C
x4 ; ; fc1; c3; c6g C
x5 fc4; c5; c6g fc1; c2; c4; c5; c6g ; ; C
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